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1.  What was your expectation about the book before you read it?

2.  Did the title pique your interest in this book?

3.  Do you think the book’s title matches the story?

4.  If you could give this book a di�erent title, what would it be?

5.  After reading the book, did your expectations change about it?

6.  How did you feel right after you finished reading the book?

7.  How did this book compare to similar books you’ve read by other authors?

8.  Would you recommend this book to a friend or family member?

9.  If someone asked you to summarize this book in ten words or less, what would you say?

10. Do you think the star rating or reviews for this book are accurate? Was it better or worse?

11. What rating out of five stars would you give this book?

12. Would you like to see this book made into a movie, a series, a play, or all three?

13. If this book is already a movie, series, or play, are you planning to watch it? Or did you 

watch it first and then read it? 

14. Which do you prefer: reading the book first and watching it second or the opposite?

15. If songs were mentioned in the book, did they add more richness to the story or distract?

16. If you could make a playlist for this book, which songs would you include?



Specific Book Club Discussion Questions:

Your Reading Experience

The Author
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1.  Was this book more of a page-turner or something you needed to take your time reading?

2.  How long did it take you to read this book?

3.  Where and when is your favorite place and time to read?

4.  Is this book’s genre the type you’d usually read?

5.  If you usually read this genre, why do you prefer it?

6.  If you don’t often or ever read this genre, did you enjoy this book or struggle to finish it?

7.  What emotions did this book cause you to feel?

8.  Did you learn something new about yourself after reading this book?

9.  Did this book evoke a new feeling of empathy for other people and their personal 

challenges?

1.  Did you like or dislike this author’s writing style?

2.  Did you like how the author structured or organized this book?

3.  Do you feel how the author uses language enriches or takes away from the story?

4.  Is there a quote from the book that stayed with you? What is it, and why?

5.  Is there a line from the book that you found unsettling or cringe-worthy?

6.  Do you feel like the author properly researched key details in the story?

7.  Do you like the point of view the author used?

8.  Do you prefer books written from a certain point of view? (For example, first person vs third 

person limited vs. third person omniscient.)

9.  If the author told the story from multiple points of view for different characters, did this 

help tell the story, or did it cause confusion?

10. Have you read other books by this author? If so, how does this book compare?

11.  Would you or do you plan to read other books by this author?

12. If you could interview the author, what questions would you ask?

13. Have you ever met this author in person? What were your impressions and experiences?



 Characters

The Setting
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1.  Did any of the characters feel like someone you know in real life?

2.  Did you personally resonate with one of the characters?

3.  Which character bothered you the most?

4.  If you were making a film adaptation of this book, who would you cast for each main 

character?

5.  If you could, would you switch places with a character in this book? Which one and why or 

why not?

6.  If you were a character in this book, who would you be?

7.  Do you agree with the decisions made by the main character or other characters?

8.  If you could rewrite the actions or decisions of one character, would you and what changes 

would you make?

9.  Which character’s transformation had the biggest impact on you?

10. What did you think of the characters’ names? Did they match their personalities?

11.  If you could rename a character, which character and what would it be?

1.  Is the book’s setting somewhere you’d like to travel to?

2.  Or have you been to the book’s setting?

3.  How does the setting impact the story?

4.  If the setting was not a real place, would you want to visit or live there?

5.  Did the world the author creates in the story feel realistic to you or lacking in certain 

details?

6.  If you could make the setting a different location, where would it be, and how would it 

change the story?

7.  Did you like the time period featured in the book?

8.  If the book is set at a different time, is that a time you’d like to visit or live? Why or why not?

9.  Did the author accurately portray the time period, or did you notice inconsistencies?



About the Plot and the Ending

The Theme
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1.  How would you describe the pace of the plot?

2.  Were there any plot twists? Were they predictable, or did they take you by surprise?

3.  What was the main turning point in the story?

4.  If you could change something that happened in the story, what would it be?

5.  Is there an event in the story that stands out to you?

6.  Do you feel the author added enough dramatic elements?

7.  Do you think the events in the story were inspired by real-life events?

8.  Do you agree with the ending?

9.  If you could change how the story ended, what would you have to happen?

10. Do you wish the author had added more information about the characters’ future at the 

end?

11.  What are your thoughts on what happens to the characters after the end of the book?

1.  What were some of the themes in the book?

2.  How were the themes revealed in the story?

3.  Do you think the author covered the theme beautifully or missed an opportunity?

4.  Does this book have a hidden message or lesson? What was the author’s goal in writing it?

5.  Did this book cause you to gain a new perspective?

6.  Did this book leave a lasting impact on how you think or plan to act in the future?

7.  How did this book broaden your view of societal, cultural, or worldwide issues?

8.  Do you plan to read other books with this theme or cover this topic?


